Prototype protein assembly as scaffold for time-resolved fluoroimmuno assays.
Turnip yellow mosaic virus (TYMV) is an icosahedral plant virus with an average diameter of 28 nm and can be isolated in gram quantities from turnip or Chinese cabbage inexpensively. In this study, it was selected as a prototype bionanoparticle for time-resolved fluoroimmuno assay (TRFIA). Two types of reactive amino acid residues were employed to anchor luminescent terbium complexes and biotin groups based on orthogonal chemical reactions. While terbium complexes were used as luminescent signaling groups, biotin motifs acted as a model ligand for protein binding. The bioconjugation results were confirmed by MS and Western blot analysis. Steady-state and time-resolved luminescence study of the dual-modified viruses demonstrated that the spectroscopic properties of the Tb complex are unperturbed by the labeling procedure. The dual-modified particle was probed by fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) experiments using avidin labeled with an Alexa488 fluorophore, which bound to the biotin on the surface of the particle, as an energy acceptor, and terbium complexes as an energy donor. The emission and excitation spectra of the dual-labeled TYMV particle displayed residual virus fluorescence and Tb luminescence upon ligand-centered excitation. The Tb luminescence lifetime was 1.62 ms and could be effectively fitted with a single-exponential behavior. In the TRFIA, an efficient transfer of 66% was observed, and the calculation using the Förster radius of 41 A allowed for an estimation of the average donor-acceptor distance of 36 A. Our studies show that the two reactive sites can communicate with each other on the surface of a nanoscale biological assembly. In particular, the ligand-receptor binding (biotin and avidin in this paper) was not interfered with when anchored to the surface of TYMV. Therefore, as a prototype of polyvalent bionanoparticles, TYMV can be used as scaffold for sensor development with TRFIA.